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Foreword

The shipping industry is in the throes of change, and all areas – liner 
and tramp shipping companies, shipyards and financial institutions, 
charterers and investors – are affected. New challenges call for new 
solutions and the courage to take fresh approaches. So every change 
also offers new opportunities.

When I purchased the small cargo ship “Holstein” to set up the 
Claus-Peter Offen shipping company in 1971, it did not seem to be the 
right time to establish a new shipping company. But by systematically 
focusing on container shipping, which was still in its infancy back 
then, our business thrived as a result of the transformation of the mar-
ket. Today, the Offen Group ranks among the world’s largest providers 
of modern container tonnage based on long-term, reliable charter 
contracts.

We have diversified our portfolio over the years, adding a fleet of 
chemical/product tankers and a number of bulk carriers. Our great 
experience as a premium partner to the shipping industry means that 
we can now also make our knowledge of ship financing, ship manage-
ment and construction supervision available to third parties.

The Offen Group is a flexible, state-of-the-art shipping company that 
considers tradition and a love of the sea as involving both a sense of 
commitment and a source of enjoyment. We invite you to benefit from 
our expertise.

Claus-Peter Offen
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Top Management

Top Management

Frank Bergert 
Chief Financial Officer

Claus-Peter Offen 
Managing Owner 
Chief Executive Officer

Claus Oliver Offen 
Managing Director 
Head of Tank/Bulk Business

Dr. Hermann J. Klein 
Chief Operating Officer
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Top Management

Claus-Peter Offen
Mr. Claus-Peter Offen is the founder, sole shareholder and CEO of the Offen Group. 
Mr. Offen’s main responsibilities cover overall strategy, key account manage ment and new 
investments.

Claus Oliver Offen
Mr. Claus Oliver Offen, son of Mr. Claus-Peter Offen, joined the Offen Group in 2000. He is 
responsible for the operational management of the Offen Group’s tanker and bulker busi-
ness, human resources and organization.

Dr. Hermann J. Klein
Mr. Hermann J. Klein, Ph.D. (Eng.), joined the Offen Group in April 2015 after having 
served as CEO of Blue Star Holding for three years, following seven years as Executive 
Board Member with Germanischer Lloyd SE. Dr. Klein is responsible for the operational 
ship management of the Offen Group and heads the container business.

Frank Bergert
Mr. Frank Bergert, MD Bus. Adm., joined the Offen Group in April 2015 after six years as 
Director of Finance at Hapag-Lloyd and ten years as CFO at the ER Group. He is responsible 
for finance, controlling, accounting, risk and fund management, legal affairs and IT.
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Top Management

Offen had realized early on that container shipping  
looked set to become a new dimension.

Holstein 
96.1 m

CPO Savona 
365.5 m
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History of the Offen Group

History of the Offen Group

Claus-Peter Offen, born in 1943 as son of a shipowner in Hamburg, learned his profes-
sion from scratch. On June 9, 1971, he acquired the cargo ship “Annie Hugo Stinnes” 
(1,965 GT, built in 1959), which was part of a bankrupt estate. He named her “Holstein”, 
after the region in which he had grown up, and set up his own business, the shipping 
 company Reederei Claus-Peter Offen (RCPO).

In the years that followed, Offen went on to purchase more ships secondhand. By 1978, the 
fleet had already grown to 12 vessels totaling 14,000 dwt.

In the next few years, the shipping company concentrated mainly on purchasing container 
ships. Offen had realized early on that container shipping looked set to become a new 
dimension. His first step in this new area was ordering the construction of six 12,000 dwt 
multipurpose cargo ships in Germany, each of 576 TEU capacity.

In the 1990s, RCPO acquired from German shipyards a total of 25 container ships with 
capacities of between 1,500 and 3,500 TEU. At the start of the new millennium, the fleet 
was expanded to include a further 19 vessels with up to 5,800 TEU capacity, all built in 
South Korea.

From 2003, RCPO ordered 51 ships of up to 9,700 TEU in order to benefit from the dynamic 
development of the container market. The CPO fleet thus expanded to 62 container ships 
with a total capacity of 233,000 TEU by 2006, making RCPO one of the top providers of 
container ship tonnage worldwide.

From 2007, the company also entered the product/chemical tanker market, initially 
with eight 36,000 dwt and eight 52,000 dwt newbuilds operated by “Claus-Peter Offen 
Tankschiffreederei” (Offen Tankers). RCPO also acquired four 180,000 dwt bulk carriers 
under the flag of Claus-Peter Offen Bulkschiffreederei (Offen Bulkers).

In 2007-08, RCPO took on an additional major project. It had become clear early on that 
a new type of mega carriers, known as “Zwei-Insel-Schiffen” in German, could further 
improve the economic efficiency of container ships according to the principle of economy 
of scale. A series of nine 13,000 TEU and 14,000 TEU newbuilds was thus ordered, the last 
vessels to be delivered being the largest container ships in the world.

With the onset of the shipping industry crisis in 2008, RCPO gradually shed part of its old 
fleet of container ships. Protected by the long-standing contracts for large container ships, 
RCPO was able to maintain its entrepreneurial independence. Its container ships currently 
have a total capacity of approximately 444,000 TEU.

In 2015, the shipping group was repositioned in line with a reorganization and diversifi-
cation strategy to form the Offen Group. Under CPO Holding, the Offen Group is still 
 managed in Hamburg by the company’s founder and sole stockholder, Claus-Peter Offen.
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Our Group

Our Group – a strong team

We are the Offen Group, a Hamburg-based shipping company with charter contracts worth 
more than USD 3.4 billion. We are one of the world’s biggest tramp owners with a fleet of 
container ships, tankers and bulkers. We offer professional ship management for more than 
100 of our own and third-party ships. Our product tanker fleet is the largest of any German 
shipping company. And we provide asset management services and financing solutions 
for investments. Our HR policy is typical of a family business: the length of service of our 
approximately 4,200 employees is well above the sector average.

A family business with a modern structure

We reorganized our company with effect from December 31, 2014, turning the shipping 
company Reederei Claus-Peter Offen into the Offen Group. All our business areas are now 
grouped under the parent company CPO Holding. We took this step basically because it 
allows us to maintain our family business culture while enabling us to make ourselves fit for 
the future. Thanks to our new structure, we can take advantage of any opportunities going 
in the maritime industry even faster than we could in the past. Moreover, we have estab-
lished a broader management base. CPO Holding is headed by four experienced executive 
directors: the owner, Claus-Peter Offen (CEO), Claus Oliver Offen (MD, Tank/Bulk), Frank 
Bergert (CFO), and Dr. Hermann Klein (COO). More information on the areas for which the 
executive directors are responsible and on their career histories is given on pages 4–5. The 
management team of the entire Offen Group is also supported by four managing directors. 
They are Jan Hendrik Offen, Dr. Stephan Polomsky and Andreas von der Recke, who have 
held responsible positions in our shipping company for many years, and Christoph Geck-
Schlich, who joined the Group as Chief Investment Officer (CIO) in March 2015.

We put top priority on a modern governance structure. Our independent supervisory board 
monitors and advises the management team. The three-strong supervisory board team is 
headed by Ralf Jung.

Clear and transparent regulations define responsibilities and processes in each operating 
unit. A compliance system monitors adherence to both internal and external regulations. 
And a Group-wide risk management system helps us to identify, control and if necessary 
avoid any possible risks to our business.

We have organized the operating companies that make up the Offen Group in three business 
areas.

The Ship Management business area is responsible for the technical and nautical manage-
ment of both our own and third-party ships. Our ship management activities are guided by 
a simple principle: we manage each and every ship as if it were our own. And we mean that 
quite literally. The experts at our headquarters in Hamburg manage all ships according to 
the same standards and are responsible for both our own and third-party ships. More infor-
mation on the Ship Management business area is given on pages 13–15.

The Asset Management business area comprises two companies: CPO Fund Management 
and CPO Investments. CPO Fund Management offers a range of services, including financ-
ing and commercial management with regular reporting, currency and cash management, 
as well as reporting in accordance with the German Commercial Code (HGB) and IFRS. More 
information on CPO Fund Management is provided on page 17.
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Our Group

CPO Investments aims to attract institutional investors for future investments. This area 
benefits from the whole breadth and depth of our expertise and from our strong contacts 
within the sector. Further details on CPO Investments are given on page 19.

The Asset Owning business area covers investments in Offen Group shipping companies.

Our route

With our new structure and enlarged management team, we are better able to face future 
challenges. We will further expand our position as a quality and market leader. In a truly 
global industry, we want to internationalize our business even further without forgetting 
our Hamburg roots. We are all set for growth – in both organic and inorganic terms – and 
carefully weigh up all options that could help us achieve these goals.

As far as organic growth is concerned, we have set ourselves ambitious targets in the Ship 
Management business area, where we want to continue to attract third-party management 
orders.

Ship Management

No.

 

Container Tanker BulkerContainers Tankers Bulkers

15

52

19

10

44

 Management of third-party ships  
  Management of our own and minority-owned ships 

Fleet list dated June 30, 2016

At the same time, however, we are committed to continuity in terms of the values that have 
made the company what it is today. In the charter segment, for example, we have been able 
to build successfully close customer relationships and thus conclude long-term contracts. 
The fact that we generate with our own container ships 90% of the revenue from long-term 
charters – some of which run until 2027 – and only 10% on the spot markets clearly shows 
our commitment to this philosophy. An overview of the longest charter contracts is given 
on pages 10-11.

CPO Investments monitors the market for investment opportunities and keeps in contact 
with national and international investors. Owing to the market situation, many attractive 
investment projects are currently available.
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Selected long-term charter contracts 

 

 

Name of ship Charterer Built TEU 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

CPO Savona MSC 2010 14,000

CPO Genova MSC 2010 14,000

CPO La Spezia MSC 2010 14,000

CPO Livorno MSC 2010 14,000

CPO Napoli MSC 2011 14,000

CPO Palermo MSC 2011 14,000

CPO Ancona MSC 2011 14,000

CPO Venezia MSC 2011 13,050

CPO Trieste MSC 2011 13,050

CPO Marseille CMA CGA 2011 12,917

CPO Toulon CMA CGA 2011 12,917

Santa Laetitia CMA CGA 2008 9,953

Santa Liana CMA CGA 2008 9,953

Santa Lorena CMA CGA 2008 9,953

Santa Luciana CMA CGA 2008 9,953

CPO Alicante MSC 2011 5,550

CPO Barcelona MSC 2011 5,550

CPO Bilbao MSC 2011 5,550

CPO Cadiz MSC 2011 5,550

CPO Valencia MSC 2012 5,550

CPO Vigo MSC 2012 5,550

21 Vessels 223,046

 Contracted charters
 Optional extension of charterers

Selected long-term  
charter contracts 
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Selected long-term charter contracts 

OPEX of Offen Group ships (5,000-5,999 TEU)  
compared with the industry average
in %

50

60

70

80

90

100

2012 2013 2014

 OPEX industry average
 OPEX Offen Group

Source: The Boston Consulting Group
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Ship Management

Ship Management –  
our quality pays off

Ship management is our core business. After all, we developed as a tramp shipping 
company. Unlike many other ship managers, we have always been used to handling all the 
technical, nautical and commercial aspects of ship management.

Our customers value this holistic experience. Shipowners and investment companies such 
as Borealis, Commerz Real, Delphis, MPC Capital and Scorpio entrust us with their ships – 
and some of them already rank among our long-standing customers. And with good reason. 
For instance, our ship operating costs are often less than originally expected. Depending 
on a ship’s size category, we can undercut the annual operating costs forecast in the ship’s 
prospectus by as much as USD 450,000.

The ships we manage also prove to be particularly efficient compared with the industry 
average, as confirmed also by external experts (see chart on left page).

Since we generate 90% of our ship management revenues via long-term charter contracts 
with the major liner shipping companies, it is very important to us to keep these partners 
satisfied.

“ With over 25 Post-Panmax container ships on long-term charter, MSC is 
very satisfied with the professional services provided by the Offen Group. 
The competence, experience and expertise demonstrated by both the 
crew and the management team of the Offen Group Headquarters are 
crucial to our long-standing, trusting relationship.” 
Gianluigi Aponte,
Group Executive Chairman – MSC Mediterranean Shipping Company

“ Hapag-Lloyd has chartered ships from the Offen Group since 1972, and 
we look forward to continuing our excellent relationship. We very much 
appreciate the reliable and fair cooperation, which has lasted for more 
than 40 years.” 
Anthony J. Firmin,
Chief Operating Officer (COO) – Hapag-Lloyd
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Ship Management

We create win-win situations with Ship Per4mance 4.0

We want to justify our customers’ confidence in us anew day in, day out in the future, so 
when we decided to restructure the Offen Group, we took the opportunity to reorganize our 
services in the Ship Management business area. Our customers’ perspective is of paramount 
importance. This means that we want to be judged by what we achieve. And that the inter-
ests of our customers should be consistent with our interests as a ship manager. We have 
thus developed the Ship Per4mance 4.0 remuneration model that systematically focuses on 
the advantages for our customers.

With Ship Per4mance 4.0, we confer with our customers to set targets for the operation of 
the ship. The remuneration we receive comprises low basic remuneration and a variable 
bonus paid on the basis of the extent to which we reach these targets. Theoretically, if we 
were unable to ensure the agreed level of ship availability, our variable remuneration would 
be lower. If we outperformed the savings target, we would share in the cost advantages. 
This creates a win-win situation for the shipowner and the ship manager, makes the 
services we offer more transparent and provides our owners with relevant benchmarks for 
measuring our performance.

Ship Per4mance 4.0

97 98 99 100

KPI 1 Availability

Availability (%)

worse good better excellent

KPI 2 Reputation

Reputation

9080 100 110 120

KPI 3 OPEX

OPEX (% Budget)

7550 100 125 150

KPI 4 Dry-Docking-Costs

Costs/Dry docking ø – Costs (%)

9590 100

KPI 5 Fuel Costs

Fuel Consumption (%)

+50 +10

KPI 6 Vessel Condition/Asset Value

Vessel Condition (%)

KPI 6 Vessel Condition/Asset Value

Vessel Condition (%)
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Ship Management

Good ship management calls for a good crew –  

“Crew is crucial”

For our customers and investors, it is essential that ships are deployed as efficiently as 
possible, that operating costs are kept at a minimum and that any accidents – as well as the 
loss in value, penalty payments and reputational damage they involve – are avoided. The 
crew is a key factor in all of the above. In other words, a well-trained and motivated crew is 
in everyone’s best interests. And because the crews are so vital, they form an integral part 
of the Offen Group. Some 4,100 Offen Group employees work at sea. The entire Offen fleet 
is managed by our own staff. High-quality crew members are a top priority for us, and we 
invest appropriately in their training. Our cadet program has already trained more than 
300 officers. Regular further training on ship technology and safety on board help us to 
ensure that our crew members respond calmly and professionally in emergency situations 
and injuries and damage to the ship and its cargo are avoided. We also make a point of 
promoting a greater sense of responsibility among our crew members. Our officers, for 
example, are also responsible for keeping to the operating cost budget. From our head-
quarters in Hamburg, we monitor and compare cost-efficiency within our fleet and advise 
our officers if we identify any savings potential that has not yet been exploited.

Marketable ships thanks to ongoing modernization

With an average age of about 7 years, our fleet is very young and complies with high 
technical standards. We modernize our fleet on a regular basis to ensure our customers 
have permanent access to marketable ships that meet all their transportation requirements. 
Modifications allow us to boost fuel efficiency, particularly at slow vessel speeds. This 
involves redesigning the bulbous bow and propellers, adjusting the main engine parame-
ters and coating the underside of the hull to reduce friction and ship resistance.

Savings Owner to Bonus Manager

 

Bonus
Manager

Savings
Owner
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Ship Management

“ As the second-largest asset manager for container ships worldwide, we bear  
great responsibility. That is why our ongoing aim is to create the highest level  
of  transparency possible for our investors.”

Andreas von der Recke 
Managing Director
CPO Fund Management
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Asset Owning

Asset Management

Asset Owning – a financial port  
for our fleet to call home

The Asset Owning business area covers our Group’s investments in shipping companies. 
We focus on three types of ship: containers, product tankers and bulkers.

Asset Management – constantly in 
touch with capital providers

This business area includes two companies: CPO Fund Management, which serves mainly 
private investors, and CPO Investments, which focuses on institutional investors. Both com-
panies have the same task: considering ships from the point of view of investors.

CPO Fund Management –  
large investments in good hands

Each ship in the Offen Group has its own operating company and its own capital struc-
ture. But despite all the differences, there are certain things that all of these operating 
companies have in common: the ship’s owner and its financing provider have a legitimate 
interest in the commercial development of their investment. They expect maximum 
financial transparency and want to see the return on investment that they have envisaged. 
CPO Fund Management is responsible for the commercial and administrative management 
for the container ship companies. In this context, we are responsible for handling payment 
transactions and accounting, as well as operating cost control, preparing annual financial 
statements, maintaining contact with investors and lenders, providing information on the 
extent to which financial objectives have been met, and handling administrative matters 
such as the flags under which the ships operate and ship registration. In special cases, we 
develop restructuring solutions.

We consider this commercial ship management to be just as important as technical ship 
management, which is why we have always offered an end-to-end service encompassing 
both of these key aspects. This approach has been well received by the market. We cur-
rently manage assets totaling USD 4.5 billion, more than any other competitor in Germany, 
and even a global comparison puts us second in the rankings of the largest asset managers 
for container ships.

We communicate promptly with our investors and financing providers, orienting our-
selves to the individual needs of the target group and acting on an international basis as 
demanded by the capital market. We inform investors and lenders from Europe, the USA 
and Asia in accordance with their specific requirements.
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Asset Management

“ Our network of contacts extends well beyond the boundaries of the  German 
  investor market, and we have already successfully completed several investment 
 projects with US private equity companies.”

Christoph Geck-Schlich 
Managing Director
CPO Investments
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Asset Management

CPO Investments –  
our center of excellence for institutional investors

CPO Investments, our youngest company, was established with the restructuring of the 
Offen Group. As the “KG market” (a market based on single ship companies operating in the 
form of “Kommanditgesellschaften”, limited partnerships under German law) is shrinking 
fast, CPO Investments aims to tap into new sources of equity for ship investments, targeting 
exclusively institutional investors, particularly hedge funds, pension funds, private equity 
firms and family offices. We speak the language of these investors and look at investment 
projects primarily from an equity angle. Our network of contacts extends well beyond the 
boundaries of the German investor market, and we have already successfully completed 
several investment projects with US private equity companies. As one of the world’s largest 
tramp shipping companies with an excellent reputation on the market, we can offer a unique 
assessment of investment projects in the container, tanker and bulker segments. Long 
charter terms are vital for all investors focusing on stable cash flows as the main investment 
criterion.

We investigate both strategic investment opportunities and distressed asset investments 
for our customers. The current market environment offers attractively priced investment 
projects and credit portfolios. Institutional investors often shy away from investments if they 
do not have a partner with proven ship management expertise. This is precisely why we set 
up the joint venture Crystal Ocean Advisors in 2016. Crystal Ocean Advisors, which has 
its registered office in Hamburg, combines the competencies of three strong partners: the 
federal state bank NORD/LB, which contributes its banking expertise, and Caplantic, which 
offers products and services in the areas of alternative assets, financial solutions and private 
equity. We contribute all our know-how in technical ship management and restructuring 
in the shipping sector. This combination is the only one of its kind on the market. Crystal 
Ocean Advisors is thus the ideal port of call for workout services for assets and financing 
in the shipping sector. Our services cover all aspects of credit workout and portfolio man-
agement, from analysis to ongoing management and exit advice. Our CIO Christoph Geck-
Schlich is one of two executive directors at Crystal Ocean Advisors.

Restructuring solutions: loan sale

Investment opportunity

• Leading German lending bank sells  
non-performing loans to PE investor

• Lending bank is focused on an efficient 
solution, that reduces its balance sheet 
exposure

• CPO Investments advises the PE investor 
on the transaction, especially the sale of 
KG shares

Transaction

Results of the transaction:

• Loans purchased at a significant discount

• Lending bank does not bear the costs for 
handling the KG shares

• Offen Group assumes ship management

In May 2016, we were involved in the purchase of three chemical/product tankers by a 
US investor. We continue to assume full responsibility for the ship management of these 
tankers, which are used as part of a Scorpio Group pool.
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Asset Management

“ With our intelligent ship management, we are able to exploit the unused   
potentials offered by container ships. In this way, we optimize the competitive 
edge of the vessels that we manage.”

Jan Hendrik Offen 
Managing Director
CPO Containerschiffreederei  
CPO Crewing
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Our fleet

Our fleet

Our container ships – big vessels with long-term charters

Our container fleet comprises 67 ships with a total capacity of nearly 444,000 TEU. 15 of 
these vessels are managed in the context of our third-party management. Most of the fleet 
(35 ships) is in the Post-Panamax category.

We focus on long-term customer relationships

In the Offen Group, Post-Panamax ships account for approximately USD 3.2 billion in 
charter income and are characteristically associated with long-term contracts, the vast 
majority having charters lasting beyond 2018. We also manage 13 Panamax ships and 19 
Handysize vessels. We attach particular importance to cooperation with major liner ship-
ping companies. For these customers, our vessels are not just a means of transport – they 
also represent trademarks of the charterer, carrying its name and logo around the world, 
visible from afar on the ships’ sides. This means that the vessels’ external appearance has a 
direct impact on their liner shipping company’s reputation.

The intensive contact we maintain with the major liner shipping companies is shown by the 
fact that three liner shipping companies, MSC, CMA CGM and Hamburg Süd, account for a 
combined total of 86% of our chartered tonnage. We explicitly welcome this concentration 
– after all, it means we can benefit from charter terms that greatly exceed the industry 
average and currently run until into 2027.

Competitive ships – the best market opportunities for our charterers

Question: How many standard containers fit into a 14,000 TEU ship? Answer: More than 
14,000! With our intelligent ship management, we are able to exploit the unused potentials 
offered by container ships. For example, a ship’s maximum permitted load is based on the 
worst-case scenario for a vessel on a North Atlantic route. However, ships on other routes 
are not exposed to the same stresses, so they could transport more cargo. This flexible 
maximum load is referred to as “Route Specific Container Stowage” (RSCS). It means that a 
14,000 TEU ship can transport up to an additional 662 TEU. We were one of the first ship-
ping companies to introduce RSCS within our own fleet, so we have extensive experience in 
this area.

We have also identified other ways of optimizing ship loads. For example, we have often 
been able to increase our ships’ draft – without having to make costly modifications. We 
have also optimized the number of permitted containers per ship, for instance loading an 
additional 203 TEU on an 8,000 TEU vessel. Moreover, we have increased the number of 
refrigerated container connections per ship. Apart from increasing our vessels’ storage 
capacity, these improvements also, and most importantly, make our ships more competi-
tive, which is precisely in our customers’ interest.
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Our fleet

“ Our aim is to deliver the highest quality, maximum safety and the best  
 performance to our customers at a reasonable cost”

Dr. Stephan Polomsky 
Managing Director
Claus-Peter Offen Tankschiffreederei 
Claus-Peter Offen Bulkschiffreederei
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Our fleet

Our tankers – specialists for refined cargo

In June 2016, our tanker fleet currently comprises 29 product tankers with a total capacity 
of more than 1.2 million tons (tdw). We manage 10 of these ships as part of our third-party 
management activities. The average age of the fleet is only 6 years. Unlike the container 
business, which is based on long-term charter agreements with liner shipping companies, 
tankers tend to be chartered for short-term voyages as part of a pool. Within this segment, 
we work closely with the listed Scorpio Group, which operates several tanker pools for 
various ship size categories. Each vessel shares in the total charter revenue of the pool on a 
pro rata basis. Via our technical ship management (including crew management), we thus 
guarantee a very high standard of quality on board with extremely competitive operating 
costs and a high degree of acceptance among the charterers. These ships managed by us 
thus receive an above-average share of the pool revenue thanks to their quality standard.

This shows just how important ship quality and safety are precisely in the tanker segment 
– and why we are a sought-after partner for this category of ship. After all, avoiding any 
harm to persons and the environment is the absolutely top priority for everyone involved 
in the tanker business. Moreover, following the devastating tanker disasters in recent 
decades, the major oil companies have also greatly increased their quality requirements for 
all companies involved in the transportation process. As a result, they perform independent 
inspections on tankers, crews and ship managers on a regular basis. This is good from our 
point of view, because we are also committed to upholding the highest quality standards 
throughout the entire value chain and are regularly measured against the high industry 
standards of the oil majors.

Another important point is that all of our tankers are product tankers. They are used to 
transport not so much crude oil but primarily products refined from crude oil, such as gas-
oline or kerosene. Since this cargo belongs to the particularly hazardous goods category, 
the technical requirements for product tankers are much more stringent than for crude oil 
tankers. As a quality provider, it is thus logical for us to specialize in this type of ship. We 
also benefit from the current strategy of many oil-producing countries that have decided no 
longer just to export crude oil, but also to refine it locally and thus generate greater added 
value. This means that demand for the relevant product tankers is also on the increase.

Our bulkers – a courier service for bulk goods

Our fleet also includes eight bulkers with a total capacity of about 1.1 million tons (tdw). We 
manage four of these bulkers for third parties. The market for bulk carriers is traditionally 
significantly more volatile than the container market. Bulkers are usually chartered for 
individual routes that can take 90 days or more to cover due to the vessels’ low speeds, as 
for a voyage charter. Bulkers are less frequently chartered for fixed periods. Bulkers of our 
fleet (Capesize and Kamsarmax) are deployed mainly to transport ores and coal, with many 
shipments bound for China.
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